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This report documents the significant issues ascertained within the 12 present transmitter areas The 
University of North Carolina Center for Public Television for the period January, February, March 2015. 
 
Background 
 
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) requires that each licensee ascertain the significant issues 
within its community each quarter in a manner it deems most effective. 
 
The information extracted is used for research and planning by the program and production departments of 
The Center.  Provided in this report is a list of programs broadcast which represent the most significant 
treatment of the enumerated community issues.   
 
Quarterly reports are maintained and filed with each licensee's public file.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
CENTER FOR PUBLIC TELEVISION 

 
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 

FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH 2015 
 

STATEWIDE LIST OF MOST SIGNIFICANT ISSUES 
 
 
 
AGING     Financing retirement  
 
CRIME/LEGAL ISSUES/ 
LAW ENFORCEMENT Crime, police/community relations, consumer protection, body 

cameras for police officers 
 
ECONOMY The state of the economy, financial security, tax code, economic 

development, tourism, home sales 
 
EDUCATION Quality public education, student mental health, Common Core, 

teacher tenure, retention and compensation, proposed free 
community college tuition, charter schools 

 
EMPLOYMENT Job creation and training, unemployment, wages    
 
ENVIRONMENT Solid waste disposal, coal ash water pollution, channel dredging, air 

and water quality, coastal protection, fracking   
  

HEALTH/HEALTH CARE Mental health, healthy lifestyle, cost of health care, flu, childhood 
vaccinations, Medicaid expansion 

 
HOUSING Affordable housing, homelessness 
 
LOCAL AND NATIONAL  
POLITICS/ GOVERNMENT   Zoning, annexation & incorporation, improved infrastructure, town 

and counties budgets, tax hikes, downtown development, partisan 
divide in Congress 

 
MILITARY Military sexual assault, veteran unemployment 
 
MINORITIES/CIVIL RIGHTS Race relations between police and communities of color 
 
POVERTY/HUNGER Food insecurity, childhood poverty 
  
TRANSPORTATION   Road and bridge construction & maintenance, traffic   
     congestion, highway construction 
 
 
 
 



Quarterly Issues/Program List 
For the Period January, February, March 2015 

 
1. AGING 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:   03/17/2015 
       Airtime:   6:00 p.m.   
       Format:    News 

 
Between student debt and part-time work, what Millennials should do now to save for retirement: As Baby 
Boomers approach retirement, the Millennial generation is getting its foothold in the workforce, and facing 
financial challenges making it hard to save for later years. Judy Woodruff talks to Jen Mishory of Young 
Invincibles and David John of AARP about the different factors that have shaped each generation’s saving 
habits and how young Americans can meet their retirement goals. 
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:   02/26/2015 
       Airtime:   6:00 p.m.   
       Format:    News 

 
The longer you wait before cashing in on Social Security benefits, the greater the financial reward. 
But many don’t wait until age 70. There’s a range of loopholes and “secrets” that can improve your 
benefits, a fact economics correspondent Paul Solman discovered during a tennis game with friend 
and Social Security expert Larry Kotlikoff. Their new book, Get What’s Yours, shares that 
knowledge. 
 
 
 
2. CRIME/LEGAL ISSUES/LAW ENFORCEMENT 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:   02/10/2015 
        Airtime:   6:00 p.m.   
        Format:    News 
 
Around the nation, from Ferguson to Staten Island to Albuquerque, communities are grappling with the 
aftermath of deaths caused by police officers who used lethal force. Gwen Ifill talked to Cornell William 
Brooks of the NAACP and Richard Berry of the International Association of Chiefs of Police about how to 
repair strained relations and curb the use of excessive force by law enforcement. 
 
     

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  03/03/2015 
        Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
        Format:   News   
   
David Hains examined how a coalition of police chiefs, sheriffs and district attorneys in North Carolina and 
around the country are trying to rally ongoing Congressional support for a crime-fighting program. The 
program is called Fight Crime, Invest in kids. The most prominent feature of the program is in-home visits 
by registered nurses to women who are at risk for future incarceration for both them and their children. A 
preliminary study of this approach shows a high success rate in reducing recidivism. 



     
3. ECONOMY 
 
           Charlie Rose      Airdate:  01/15/2015 
         Airtime:  12:00 a.m. 
       Format:  Discussion 
 
Senator Marco Rubio of Florida discussed his book American Dreams: Restoring Economic Opportunity 
for Everyone. 
 
 
            Charlie Rose      Airdate:  01/30//2015 
       Airtime:  12:00 a.m. 
       Format:  Discussion 
 
Charlie Rose talked about the global economy with Larry Summers, president emeritus of Harvard 
University. 

 
 
Carolina Business Review    Airdate:  01/13/2015   
       Airtime:  5:00 p.m. 

       Format:   Discussion 
 
Host Chris William hosted the Charlotte Chamber Economic Forum, Part One with panelists David Carroll, 
Senior Executive Vice President, Wells Fargo; Lynn Good, President and CEO, Duke Energy; 
Jeffrey Lacker, President, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond; Susan DeVore, President and CEO, Premier 
and Brian Moynihan, Chairman of the Board and CEO, Bank of America.  Among the topics they discussed 
were workforce development and immigration reform, as well as possibility of rising interest rates and cyber 
security. 
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:   01/29/2015 
        Airtime:   6:00 p.m.   
        Format:    News 
 
President Obama’s new tax code proposal calls for tax increases for higher-income earners and more tax 
benefits for low- and middle-income earners. Jeffrey Brown learned more from Neil Irwin of The New York 
Times about what the plan says about the state of the economy and potential political ramifications. 
 
 
 
4. EDUCATION 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  03/09/2015 
        Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
        Format:   News 
 
Kelley McHenry visited Johnston Community College in Smithfield where high school students are getting 
college credit and a jump up on job skills--for free in some instances.  The program allowing North Carolina 
high school students to get community college credits for free has been in place prior to President Barack 
Obama's recent call for free community college tuition for American students.  In the same episode, Carol 



Jackson visited an extraordinary school program in Durham that focuses on training and encouraging young 
African-American males to develop skills in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics--STEM for 
short.  The program was initiated by former two-term Chapel Hill Mayor and North Carolina State Senator 
Howard Lee.  Two of the STEM Academy schools are in Durham and Mr. Lee plans to expand the 
academies to other cities. 
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  02/16/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 
 

Jeffrey Lacker, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond spoke at the Emerging Issues Forum in 
Raleigh on the subject "Education, Innovation and Economic Growth."  He expresses concern that the U.S. 
workforce is not keeping pace with the economy’s need for skilled workers, and the gap in acquiring skills is 
one cause of widening inequality and sluggish economic mobility.  He outlines several elements in a 
comprehensive approach to improving human capital investment: providing students with a better 
understanding of college preparedness; informing them about multiple career and postsecondary education 
options; and laying the foundation for success with early childhood education.  
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:  02/03/15 
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 
        Format:   News    
     
Boredom can mean trouble and bad health for children in rural America. In communities where resources 
are few, schools face the extra challenge of keeping students active, safe and healthy. Special correspondent 
John Tulenko of Learning Matters reported from McDowell County, West Virginia, on efforts there to 
improve life for students and to address the teacher shortage. 
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:  01/09/15 
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 
       Format:   News 
 
Would free tuition boost student success at community colleges? President Obama’s plan to make the first 
two years of community college free could help up to 9 million students and add educated employees to the 
workforce. But it would cost the federal government billions and would have to pass a GOP-controlled 
Congress. Hari Sreenivasan got reaction to the proposal from Andrew Kelly of American Enterprise Institute 
and Josh Wyner of the Aspen Institute. 
 
. 

PBS Newshour  Weekend    Airdate:  01/03/15 
       Airtime:  5:30 p.m. 
       Format:   News 
 
Why a GOP-controlled Congress may abandon No Child Left Behind law: When Congress returns to work 
next week, Republicans will have substantial majorities in the House and the Senate. Republican leaders 
have promised they will initiate new legislation, and one of their first efforts may be to roll back parts of No 
Child Left Behind, the education law passed under President George W. Bush. Politico's senior education 
reporter, Stephanie Simon, joined Hari Sreenivasan from Boston. 
 



North Carolina Now     Airdate:  01/21/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
North Carolina NOW presented an excerpt from a special meeting of the UNC Board of Governors 
Education Summit held on Tuesday, January 27, 2015 at SAS Institute in Cary, North Carolina.  Topic 
discussions included Educator Quality and Quantity in North Carolina, New Council for the Accreditation of 
Educator Preparation (CAEP) Standards and Quality Teachers and School Leaders. 
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:  03/11/15 
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 
       Format:   News 
 
Rebellion is brewing against the Common Core educational standards. Testing for the new standards began 
in March, and some students have refused to take part. Special correspondent for education John Merrow 
reports from New Jersey, where he talks to Common Core critics and supporters. 
 
 
 

5. EMPLOYMENT 
 
         Carolina Business Review    Airdate:  03/10/2015 

       Airtime:  5:00 p.m. 
       Format:   Discussion/Interview 
 

Host Chris William talked with featured guest Eric Steigerwalt, Executive Vice President of Metlife, Retail.  
Panelists Andy Ellen, President of the North Carolina Retail Merchant Association and Roger Schrum, Vice 
President, Investor Relations/Corporate Affairs with Sonoco joined in the discussion that included the 
workforce skills gap. 
 
 
     North Carolina Now     Airdate: 02/19/2015 
        Airtime: 7:30 p.m. 
        Format:  News 
 
Kelley McHenry examined the increase of German manufacturers locating to Charlotte. She introduces us to 
a program at Central Piedmont Community College that is collaborating with the manufacturers to help train 
students to work in their factories.  
 
 
             PBS Newshour      Airdate: 02/06/2015 
        Airtime: 6:00 p.m. 
        Format:  News 
 
The recovering U.S. economy has made its strongest showing yet. Employers created a million jobs since 
November -- the best three-month average in 17 years. And January also boasted the biggest wage rise in six 
years. But not all sectors saw the same level of growth. To discuss the data, Jeffrey Brown spoke with Diane 
Swonk of Mesirow Financial. 
 
 



     PBS Newshour      Airdate:  01/01/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
Would giving low-wage workers a raise do more damage than good? In 2015, 29 states will have minimum 
wages above the federal minimum of $7.25. While supporters herald the move as a victory for low-wage 
workers, critics argue that the policy “squeezes out” people who lack certain skill sets. Hari Sreenivasan 
spoke to Diana Furchtgott-Roth of the Manhattan Institute and Jared Bernstein of the Center on Budget and 
Policy Priorities on whom the minimum wage actually benefits. 
 
 
         North Carolina Now     Airdate: 02/09/2015   
        Airtime: 7:30 p.m. 
        Format:  News 
 
Dr. Tom Linden began the first of a two part series examining environmental issues affecting North Carolina 
State Parks and Recreation Areas.  He travels to Jordan Lake, where rising pollution levels of nitrogen and 
phosphorus have caused the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources to list the 
lake as “impaired.” The pollution could potentially lead to the growth of what is commonly called blue-
green algae.  A project is now underway involving 36 "SolarBee" devices that are being used to help prevent 
the buildup of the algae. The series is produced by Science and Medical Journalism Program students in the 
UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication. 
 
 

PBS Newshour       Airdate:  03/06/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
February’s labor report came in with stronger growth than expected, with 295,000 jobs added last month and 
the lowest unemployment rate since the 2008 financial crisis. But wage growth continues to lag, with hourly 
earnings rising just one tenth of a percent. Secretary of Labor Thomas Perez analyzes the numbers with Judy 
Woodruff. 
 
 
 
6.       ENVIRONMENT 
 

       PBS Newshour      Airdate:  1/14/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

             Format:   News 
 
The Obama administration announced a plan to significantly cut methane emissions produced by gas and gas 
wells by the year 2025 through executive action. Judy Woodruff talked to Coral Davenport of The New York 
Times and Michael Oppenheimer of Princeton University about President Obama’s strategy in addressing 
climate change and how environmentalists and the industry are reacting to the proposal. 
 
 
 
 
 



       PBS Newshour      Airdate:  3/20/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

             Format:  News 
 
With the U.S. poised to become the largest producer of oil and gas in the world, the Obama administration 
announced the first federal regulations for fracking. Though the regulations are only for federal lands, 
they’re seen as a benchmark for states. Amy Harder of The Wall Street Journal joins Hari Sreenivasan to 
take a look at the new regulations and the pushback. 
 
 
 

7. HEALTH/HEALTH CARE 
 

       PBS Newshour      Airdate:  01/02/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
With the 114th Congress in place, Obamacare and the Keystone Pipeline are expected to be two of the 
hottest issues in 2015. Political director Domenico Montanaro reported on what to expect as the GOP takes 
over the Senate and who to look out for on this year’s political scene. 
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  03/30/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 

 
Heather Burgiss had a conversation with Robin Emmons, Founder and Executive Director of Sow Much 
Good during the 30th Annual Emerging Issues Forum held in Raleigh about her life's work to help people 
grow and eat healthier foods.  Her efforts led to the creation of Sow Much Good (SMG), a non-profit 
organization created in 2008 that seeks to eliminate socio-economic, racial, and ethnic health disparities that 
result from a lack of access to nutritionally dense food products in marginalized population. 
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  02/17/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 

 
Paul Cohen Ph.D., Edgar S. Woolard, Distinguished Professor and Head of North Carolina State 
University’s Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISE) and Annette DuBard M.D., M.P.H., Director of 
Informatics, Quality, and Evaluation North Carolina Community Care Networks, Inc. talked about the newly 
formed partnership between their leading institutions. The joint venture aims to control costs at North 
Carolina Medicaid demands are on the rise. Community Care of North Carolina is a nonprofit organization 
that manages care for much of the state’s Medicaid program.  An independent study estimated that CCNC’s 
unique medical home model helped North Carolina avoid nearly $1 billion in cost over a four-year 
period.NC State's Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISE) will collaborate with CCNC to 
streamline care processes.  Industrial and systems engineers are becoming integral partners with the 
healthcare community in efforts to improve the organization, delivery and cost effectiveness of healthcare. 
Within ISE, Health Systems Engineering (HSE) develops innovative tools for clinical operations and 
supports safe, high-quality and accessible healthcare. 
 
 



North Carolina Now     Airdate:  02/20/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 

 
Kelley McHenry produced a three part series on heart disease and discovers how attitudes towards nutrition, 
cholesterol and statins are changing. In Heart Disease Part One, Kelley learned that some medical experts 
are switching their views on the illness and nutrition.  The conventional wisdom of eating a low-fat, high 
carbohydrate diet is now being challenged.  Saturated fat, once considered as negative nutrition is now being 
looked upon as positive.  In Part Two, Kelley focused on cholesterol, considered one of the most critical 
substances in our bodies.   She presents new research that indicates that sugar, instead of cholesterol could 
be a major factor in developing heart damage.  She concluded by examining the controversial issue of who 
should take statins to reduce the risks of heart attack or stroke.  Recently, the guidelines for taking statins 
have been rewritten by a panel of heart specialists, which has raised concerns from many top health experts.  
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  02/21 and 26/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 
 

Derek Long shared his new series called "The Fitness Files," a multimedia project designed to improve 
public health in North Carolina. "The Fitness Files" will provide information, tools, inspiration, and 
opportunity for people and families to find their level of fitness and maintain it.  
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  01/20/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 

  
Zack Moore M.D., M.P.H./Medical Epidemiologist and Pediatrician from the North Carolina Department of 
Public Health discussed the recent Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) report on flu deaths in 
North Carolina and offer helpful tips and cautionary measures. According to state health officials, the death 
toll from the flu in North Carolina has surpassed the total for all of 2013-14 with word of 15 more deaths last 
week. The Department of Health and Human Services reports since Oct 11, 114 people have died from the 
flu this season.  Last season, 107 people died from flu-related illness.  Of the 114 deaths this season, 91 have 
involved people age 65 and older. The latest report is less than half the 34 deaths reported the week before. 
Last week, state health officials announced that flu activity had peaked at the end of December but that more 
flu-related deaths were expected. 
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  01/21/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 

 
Frank Graff continued his North Carolina Science NOW series by examining one of the most popular 
resolutions--losing weight and getting exercise--and why folks fall short of that resolution. Unfortunately, 
weight issues are moving to the younger generation as a recent report from the National Youth Fitness 
Survey shows only one in four teens get the recommended one hour of moderate to vigorous exercise every 
day.  Frank traveled to Appalachian State University's Human Performance Lab in Boone to check out new 
research that should spur all of us on to get moving.  
 



PBS Newshour       Airdate:  03/02/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
The Newshour reported on the Supreme Court decision whether states that rely on the federal health care 
exchange can provide subsidies to make insurance affordable. Special correspondent Sarah Varney of Kaiser 
Health News reports on how millions will be affected if the Court wipes out financial help in 34 states. 
 
 

PBS Newshour       Airdate:  02/27/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
Lifelong obesity, now common in the U.S., is beginning to change how Americans age. Along Alabama's 
Gulf Coast, one in three adults is obese, and many who have lived with the negative health effects of excess 
weight are entering their senior years. Special correspondent Sarah Varney of Kaiser Health News reports on 
the added costs, disabilities and challenges for older obese patients. 
 
 

PBS Newshour       Airdate:  02/19/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
More than 11 million people have enrolled for health insurance in the second year of the new marketplaces, 
and more than 80 percent of enrollees have been eligible for subsidies. The Supreme Court will soon decide 
whether states can provide those subsidies sold through the federal exchange. Gwen Ifill speaks with Health 
and Human Services Secretary Sylvia Mathews Burwell. 
 
 
 

8. MILITARY 
 

PBS Newshour       Airdate:  03/04/2015   
       Airtime:  6:00 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
In the return to civilian life, many women find that veteran services fall short of their needs. Unemployment 
rates for female veterans are higher than for other women, as well as for male veterans. Female veterans are 
at least twice as likely to be homeless than women who haven’t worn a uniform. Special correspondent 
Gayle Tzemach Lemmon reports on the challenges they face. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



9. MINOROTIES/CIVIL RIGHTS 
 

 
PBS Newshour Weekend    Airdate: 01/04/2015    
       Airtime:  5:30 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
What’s the state of relations between the police and communities of color? In the wake of police-involved 
shootings in Ferguson and Cleveland, the death of Eric Garner in New York, and the subsequent protests 
that followed those events, NewsHour Weekend examined the state of relations between the police and 
communities of color in 2015. President of the Brooklyn chapter of the NAACP L. Joy Williams and retired 
New York City police lieutenant Julian Harper joined Hari Sreenivasan in New York. 
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:   03/20/2015 
        Airtime:   6:00 p.m.   
        Format:    News 
 
As communities around the nation grapple with questions of race and police brutality, a New York Times 
short documentary asks parents of African-American boys what they say to their sons about how to respond 
if stopped by police. 
 
 

PBS Newshour      Airdate:   02/20/2015 
        Airtime:   6:00 p.m.   
        Format:    News 
 
The Newshour reported on two incidents that have added to national concern about excessive police force 
against minorities. Police shot and killed a Hispanic man in Washington State, and in Alabama, an Indian 
man was partially paralyzed after an officer knocked him down. Judy Woodruff talks to Suman 
Raghunathan of South Asian Americans Leading Together and David Klinger of the University of Missouri-
St. Louis. 
 
 
 

10. POVERTY/HUNGER 
 
 

North Carolina Now     Airdate:  02/06/2015 
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 
       Format:  News 

 
Carol Jackson introduced us to Anita Woodley and Demetrius Hunter--the duo responsible for Grocers on 
Wheels, a mobile food service that purchase/deliver affordable fresh fruits, vegetables, and meats into the 
heart of what are considered food deserts--places with no access to grocery stores in low-income areas.  
Grocers on Wheels focuses on the Southeast Raleigh/Wake County communities where customers hand 
select their items and get educational tips on how to prepare healthy, nutritious meals. 
 
 
 
 



11. TRANSPORTATION 
 

    North Carolina Now     Airdate:  02/16/2015   
       Airtime:  7:30 p.m. 

       Format:   News 
 
Anthony "Tony" Tata, Secretary of the North Carolina Department of Transportation talked with North 
Carolina Bookwatch Host D.G. Martin about the state's new transportation plan. Called the 2040 Plan, the 
document provides a 30-year transportation blueprint for the state.  It stipulates that the North Carolina 
Department of Transportation’s highest priorities are ensuring safety, preserving existing transportation 
systems, and focusing on services and facilities with statewide significance. The plan further calls for the 
state to invest in initiatives that promote economic opportunities and allow increased flexibility at the local 
level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WUNM-TV  JACKSONVILLE  CHANNEL 19 
SIGNIFICANT ISSUES 

 
FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 2015 – MARCH 31, 2015 

 
The licensee in the WUNM-TV area has identified the following significant issues during the past three 
months of the licensing year: 
 
AGING 
    Financing retirement 
 
CRIME/LEGAL ISSUES/LAW ENFORCEMENT 
    Consumer protection, crime, police/community relations, bullying 
 
ECONOMY 
    Financial security, tourism, state of the economy, economic development, growth, home sales, tax code 
 
 EDUCATION 
   Quality public education, proposed free community college tuition, public school funding, school safety 
and security, teacher tenure, retention and compensation, Common Core, new Dixon Middle School 
 
EMPLOYMENT 
   Unemployment, job creation and training, wages 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
    Solid waste disposal, air and water quality, beach nourishment project, dredging and shoreline protection 
 
HEALTH/HEALTH CARE 
   Healthy lifestyle, youth mental health, cost of health care 
 
HOUSING 
   Homelessness 
 
LOCAL AND NATIONAL POLITICS/GOVERNMENT 
   Zoning, annexation, & incorporation, partisan divide in Congress, dock agreement, shrimp net regulation, 
proposed change in sales tax distribution, firing range zoning, removal of data buoy, proposed WalMart, 
management of the navigation channel 
 
MILITARY 
   Sexual assault in the military, in-state protection of GI Bill education benefits, VA Caregiver program, 
access to care at VA clinics, veteran unemployment 
 
MINORITIES/CIVIL RIGHTS 
   Race relations between police and communities of color 
 
POVERTY/HUNGER 
   Food insecurity, childhood poverty 
 
TRANSPORTATION 
   Road and bridge construction and maintenance, N. Topsail Beach parking plan, bridge replacement, ferry 
tolls, highway funding and tolls, mass transit, US 70 improvement 


